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SCHMOE (SYLVAN ELHAY): LEADING ADELAIDE JAZZ SAXOPHONIST 
AND PERSONALITY 
 
by Ted Nettelbeck* 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 

chmoe” is Yiddish for “dunderhead”. Sylvan Elhay was given this nickname 
by a school friend when, at age 14, he persisted, to the annoyance of school 
boys sharing the experience, with repeated attempts to master the clarinet’s 

high A that concludes Woody Herman’s Golden Wedding. The exchange went 
something like: (following several unsuccessful SE attempts marked by shrieks and 
squeaks) “if you play that again you’re a schmoe” (further shrieking and squeaking). 
The incident captures nicely two critical aspects of Schmoe’s personality; a 
determination to persevere when faced with a problem and never give up until a 
solution has been achieved; and indifference to the opinions of others if he believes 
that the course he is pursuing is correct. Of course, Schmoe knew that he was not a 
numbskull – far from it; and he was convinced too that practice was the key to  
 

 
 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
*Ted Nettelbeck is a professional jazz pianist and academic. He retired as paid staff 
recently  at the University of Adelaide, where he is now Emeritus Professor in 
Psychology, and relocated to Melbourne. 
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achieving that note reliably. In fact, he relished the sobriquet, including it in the 
name of several versions of his band Schmoe & Co, which helped to define the 
Adelaide jazz scene for several decades; and adopting it to distinguish the jazz 
personality Schmoe from Dr Sylvan Elhay, the academic in numerical analysis at the 
University of Adelaide. 
 
Schmoe has attributed his lifelong involvement in music to his parents’ love of a wide 
variety of music. His first instrument was clarinet, which he studied at the Elder 
Conservatorium of Music under Kevin Murphy and Gabor Reeves, and which led to 
his experience in the ABC South Australian Symphony Orchestra (1964-76) when a 
program required an additional clarinettist to principal Allan Bray and Kenneth 
Wooldridge. He also studied flute with David Cubbin before later taking up what was 
to become his primary instrument, the tenor saxophone. His father was a keen high 
fidelity buff whose interests were predominantly in classical music but also included 
big band and West Coast jazz.  
 

 
 
Schmoe began to prefer the big tenor sound, complex angular lines and hard swing 
of musicians such as  Gene Ammons (above) and Paul Gonsalves (below)… 
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Schmoe’s early jazz influences included recordings of saxophonists Bob Cooper, 
Jimmy Guiffre, Bud Shank and Stan Getz, although he soon began to prefer the big 
tenor sound, complex angular lines and hard swing of Sonny Rollins, Gene Ammons, 
Paul Gonsalves, Benny Golson and John Coltrane. He had not yet unlocked the key to  
how these masters improvised but he was early convinced that jazz fluency would 
require exposing himself to the widest possible experience. He therefore immersed 
himself in the Adelaide jazz scene, operating initially from a base centred around the 
University of Adelaide’s jazz club but gigging with as many other musicians as 
possible. He sat in where-ever and with whom-ever opportunities arose. He early 
helped to excavate the early kitchen extension to Adelaide’s first full-time jazz club 
The Cellar and he frequently manned the entrance there during the golden years 
1962-65, when The Cellar caught national attention, show-casing the music of Billy 
Ross, Bobby Jeffery, Bob Bertles, Keith Barr, Bobby Gebert, Michael Pank, Ron 
Carson and others. 
 
Schmoe’s emergence as one of Australia’s leading tenor saxophonists took years of 
dedicated application. As was the case for all jazz aspirants prior to the availability of 
tertiary jazz courses from about 1980 and beyond, his skill acquisition was entirely 
self-directed. His initial improvisational style was predominantly shaped by playing 
along with recordings of his models and put into practice on numerous gigs and sit-
ins. From around 1972 he was a member of the collective Onions (a funk band that 
brought tears to your eyes) and virtually simultaneously led a jazz band Schmoe & 
Co. Each had its own distinctive musical style, although at first the personnel of both 
bands was the same; Schmoe, (tenor), Fred Payne (trumpet), Graeme Conlon 
(guitar), Geoff Kluke (bass), Dean Birbeck (drums). Over time, however, the 
personnel of  Schmoe & Co changed completely and by around 1979 it comprised an  
 

 
 
Onions reunion in 2011 at Maxims Wine Bar, Norwood, Adelaide. L-R, Freddy 
Payne (trumpet), Dean Birbeck (drums), Schmoe (tenor), Geoff Kluke (bass), 
Graeme Conlon (guitar)… 
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enduring nucleus of  Schmoe, Laurie Kennedy (drums) and Ted Nettelbeck (piano), 
with others. This band gigged steadily during the 1980s into the mid-1990s, 
recording for the ABC and SA public radio and appearing in concerts in urban and 
rural South Australia and interstate for the Melbourne Jazz Cooperative, the Western 
Australian and Perth Jazz Societies (and touring WA under a Playing Australia 
grant), the Wangaratta Jazz Festival, SIMA, the Sydney Jazz Action Society, the 
Sydney Jazz Festival and the Manly Jazz Festival.  
 
From late 1978, Schmoe & Co played regularly at the Creole Room, run by Michael 
Strautmanis in O’Connell Street, North Adelaide.  Most of Adelaide’s jazz musicians 
played there to capacity crowds: Glenn Henrich (saxes, vibraphone), Dave Colton 
(guitar), Larry Golder (guitar), Bruce Hancock (piano), Fred Payne (trumpet). 
Thanks to Mike Strautmanis’ entrepreneurial adventurousness, the Creole Room 
presented such stellar American performers as Barney Kessel, Herb Ellis, Phil 
Woods, and Dave Liebman (with John Scofield guitar, Terumasa Hino trumpet, Ron 
McClure bass, Adam Nussbaum drums) – a band with which Schmoe scored a sit-in. 
 

 
 
Glenn Henrich (saxes, vibraphone), one of the Adelaide jazz musicians who played 
at the Creole Room to capacity crowds… 
 
Schmoe & Co  rehearsed weekly as a quartet or quintet for more than 30 years during 
which time Schmoe, Ted Nettelbeck and Laurie Kennedy were constants. Angela 
Smith (voice) was a member of this group for about the first ten  years before she 
moved to the UK where she taught voice, including jazz singing, at Leeds University. 
The list of bass players during this time was extensive: Steve Elphick, David Seidel, 
Michael Pank, Rod Cornish, Sandy Klose, John Collins, James Sked, Dave Stratton, 
Wayne Elliott, Ross McHenry, Frank DiSario, David Chatterton, Lyndon Gray, Les 
Millar, Sam Zerna, Peter Dowdall, Matthew Newland. Others who attended 
rehearsals regularly and played with the band for substantial periods of time 
included Andy Sugg (tenor), Mike Bevan (guitar), Pat Thiele (trumpet) and Hugh 
Stuckey (guitar). Although Laurie Kennedy and Ted Nettelbeck retired from Schmoe 
& Co recently, Schmoe continues to organise regular rehearsals. 
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The nucleus of Schmoe & Co rehearsed in Room B22 at the University of Adelaide 
for more than 30 years. L- R, Ted Nettelbeck (piano), Laurie Kennedy (drums), 
Schmoe (tenor sax). 
 

 
 
Schmoe & Co performing with the Australian Dance Theatre circa 1975. Personnel: 
Freddy Payne (tpt), Graeme Conlon (gtr), Schmoe (tnr), Geoff Kluke (bss), Dean 
Birbeck (dms), dancers Anna Veritinikova (L), Wendy Wallace (R).  
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Schmoe’s determination to learn meant that he has always been willing to expose his 
playing to others, no matter how expert or intimidating someone might be. Always 
open to new experiences, he has sought opportunities to play outside the restrictions 
of the Adelaide jazz scene. For some months during the 1980s he held down a regular 
weekend gig at The Rocks Push in Sydney with Col Nolan’s group; Nolan (piano), 
Dieter Voigt (bass) and Laurie Bennett (drums). He also gigged with Laurie Bennett’s 
band (Dieter Voigt bass, Tony Esterman piano, John Hoffman trumpet) and with 
other established Australian musicians (James Morrison trumpet, Paul Grabowsky 
piano, Sandy Evans tenor, Dale Barlow tenor, Judy Bailey piano, Chuck Yates piano, 
Ron Philpott bass, John Pochée drums).  
 
However, a friendship struck in 1975 with Paul McNamara, pianist with the Sydney-
based band Galapagos Duck, was to have the most significant impact on Schmoe’s 
approach to jazz improvisation. One of Australia’s most accomplished jazz pianists, 
McNamara was also interested in developing a career as a jazz educator and was 
working on what became a successful primer on jazz improvisation. He was the ideal 
mentor for Schmoe; both were schooled, knowledgeable, smart and articulate. Paul’s 
theoretical knowledge about how to harmonise melody and how harmonic structures 
provided a diverse array of scalar and modal opportunities for improvisation, was 
exactly what Schmoe had been seeking and this theoretical knowledge enabled him 
to take his music to a more structured level. 
 

 
 
Paul McNamara was the ideal mentor for Schmoe…..mid 1980s L-R: Peter Cross 
(flugelhorn), Schmoe (tenor), Alan Turnbull (drums), Paul McNamara (piano), 
Craig Scott (bass). 
 
Schmoe’s regular involvement for some 40 years in the Stanford Jazz Workshop has 
probably had the most important influence on his mature approach to improvisation. 
This annual jazz education and concert series, run by saxophonist Jim Nadel since 
1972, has recruited faculty from among the very best US jazz musicians: Stan Getz, 
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Bobby McFerrin, Jim McNeely, Lanny Morgan, Joe Henderson, Charlie Haden, 
George Cables, Smith Dobson, Tootie Heath, Kenny Barron, Eric Alexander, Jimmy 
Heath, Bob Brookmeyer, Mulgrew Miller, Louis Bellson, Billy Higgins, Billy Hart. 
Schmoe’s position on the teaching staff has not only provided him with opportunities 
to play with these luminaries in the concert series but has also enabled him to gig 
widely in the San Francisco area with many of these and others like Larry Grenadier, 
Eddie Marshall and Geoff Ballard. 
 

 
 
At the Stanford Jazz Workshop 2016….L-R, Zac Ostroff (bass), Schmoe (tenor), Billy 
Hart (drums)… 
 

 
 
Schmoe and Carmen Staaf performing at the 2016 Stanford Jazz Workshop… 
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Schmoe’s significance as an Adelaide jazz tenor saxophonist for more than 50 years 
was acknowledged by the South Australian Jazz Archive’s tribute concert at the 
Prometheum in 2013. A lesser known fact concerns the extent of his considerable 
endeavours within jazz administration. As a member of the Music Board (later 
Performing Arts Board) of the Australia Council for the Arts, he helped to broker the 
development of important structural changes that have provided opportunities for 
Australian jazz artists to promote their music outside of the commercial constraints 
that, until relatively recently, primarily defined jazz as entertainment. Schmoe’s 
advocacy for jazz on the Music Board resulted in significant grants to individual 
musicians, and jazz clubs and the establishment of a national jazz coordination 
scheme that was active for almost 20 years. He was also involved in the accreditation 
of the degree course in jazz studies, initially established at the South Australian 
College of Advanced Education (SACAE) before it transferred to the Elder 
Conservatorium at the University of Adelaide, when the university merged with the 
SACAE in 1991; and until recently he taught small ensemble playing within the 
University of Adelaide’s jazz studies program for many years from its inception. 
 
Although predominantly a jazz musician, his musical interests cover all forms of 
music and he played flute for some time in a group that specialised in Indian classical 
music. He also continues to  perform  in a saxophone quartet, the repertoire of which 
includes saxophone compositions by Dedrick, Glazunov, Bozza, DuBois, Walter, 
Pierne and jazz saxophonist Phil Woods, and arrangements of the music of Bach, 
Frescobaldi and Haydn for saxophone quartet. 
 

 
 
Schmoe played in Akhter’s group, which specialised in Indian classical music … L-R, 
Schmoe (flute), Ahkter Jahan Rahman (shurmandal, leader/singer), Keith Preston 
(bouzouki), Quentin Eyers (electric bass)… 
 
The Australian jazz scene has benefitted from Schmoe’s long term advocacy for local, 
live jazz. Although jazz will likely always be a minority art form, the scene today, 
particularly the opportunities for formal tertiary training, has been transformed from 
that existing 60 years ago when self-learning from recordings was the only avenue 
for entry to the jazz scene. Schmoe has long been directly involved in trying to help 
bring about changes to the benefit of the jazz Australian community and Adelaide  
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Sylvan (Schmoe) Elhay: he has long been directly involved in trying to help bring 
about changes to the benefit of the jazz Australian community and Adelaide 
especially has much to thank him for… PHOTO CREDIT PETER SINCLAIR 
 
 
especially has much to thank him for. Although there do exist recorded examples of 
his playing, it is to be hoped that he will soon release a retrospective record of what 
has been a long and distinguished contribution to Australian jazz. 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
 


